WHITEPAPER
Play, relax, earn money Live blockchain-based gaming experience

and join My Farm's Metaverse
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is created by a group of professional blockchain and
game programmers with many years of experience,
the office is located in singapore.
A blockchain-based relaxing game inspired by the
way of farming in the Asian region.
At My Farm, players will play the role of a farmer
who is happy with growing, raising, and selling his
agricultural products. From there, each participant
will contribute to the construction of a Metaverse
whole that incorporates many unique custom farms.
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The demand for NFTs is continuing to surge and the NFT market is showing no
signs of slowing down. Year-to-date, within less than three months, the
combined market cap of 6 majors gaming NFT projects has increased by 1,265%
to reach a total capitalization >5,2 billion USD (Messari - 20th dec 2021).
Furthermore, Covid-19 has had its impact on the gaming market as well, as
millions of people experiencing lockdowns around the world started playing
more games. A survey from March 2020 revealed that video gamers in the
United States spent 45% more time playing video games during the quarantine.
My Farm believes that the Play-to-Earn model is opening a wide new window of
solutions to ease the hardship brought on by the pandemic.
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PLAY AND EARN

REALISTIC AR/VR

EXPERIENCE

Mobile friendly
Focus on enhancing the ﬁnest UI/UX
environment for players.

Play-and-Earn instead of Play-to-Earn model.
Unlike the majority of NFT games that only focus
on Play-to-Earn model, MY FARM and players
build together a relaxing atmosphere on and off
the game to create a Play-and-Earn balance.

e will create VR mode, players can immerse
more fully in 3D nature and wonders of
Metaverse
W

Mobile games expected to claim 57 of the digital
games market in 2021 (Statista).

My Farm mobile friendly platform brings on board
more of these traditional gamers.
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The game is currently under development and we intend to involve the
community even before the game launches (targeted Q1 2022) as we aim
to be a community-governed game.

n the near term, we encourage players to enjoy the open world of My Farm’s
fresh sight and sound whether by themselves or with family and friends.

I
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n order to enhance entertainment, as well as increase income for
player more effectively and easily. My Farm will provide minigames
that are mainly built on the interaction between player inside the
game. The mini game will be closely related to the player system to
help everyone increase their income. You will have a chance to get
a lot of things and the winning rate is 100%
I
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At My Farm, we aim to balance the two main pillars
Immersing players into a relax and zentitude playing environmen
Providing a revenue stream for every player

Relax

Earn

Gameplay

Stake

VR/AR

NFT Collections

METAVERSE

Voting

Event

Reward
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ith a marketplace system where you can exchange all NFT
products in the game
W

Crossbreeding system: when your plant is mature enough, you can
use 2 different plants to create a new cultivar.
Level

tree: Your tree will be leveled up every time you join a mini
game or use a support tool, when the tree reaches a certain level,
you can bring the tree to participate in the campaign
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Phase 1

Phase 2

Phase 3

Private Sale, Public Sale
Testnet Launch
Marketing & Partnership
Launch Game

Marketing, Partnership
and Onboarding more
users
Game version 2 Release
Add more mini-games
Reach 100,000 users
Marketplace Launch

Phase 5

Phase 6

Q4 - 2021

Q1 - 2022

Martket Research,
Brainstorming & Team
Formation
Graphic designs for My
Farm
Smart Contract
Development

Phase 4

Q2 - 2022

Q4 - 2022

Q3 - 2022

Q2 - 2023

Launch of full My Farm Game
Reach 500,000 users
Game version 3. Release: 3D,
player avatar creation &
Multiplayer
Breeding room and
campaign

Launch of full My Farm
Metaverse
Graphics and user
experience improvements
Marketing, Partnership, and
Onboarding more users

Game VR
Reach 1,000,000 users
Grown in more than 20
countries
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Sell their agricultural
products directly

nvite new
members to join

Skaking $MFT

I

pLAYER
Join live games such

Take part in
competitions in the
world of My Farm

as: gold digging,
lucky wheel,...

Get Community

Airdrop
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Total Supply: 1,000,000,000 MFT
Public sale
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MFT tokens ill be burned 50 everytime players use to buy in-game
items, the remaining 50 ill be returned to play to earn
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Initial Market Status
Initial Circulating Supply: 1 000 000 000 $MFT
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JAMES CHICHESTER
CEO

EMILY JACKSON

DESIGN MANAGER

JUNG HO SEOK
CTO

MARY SCHOOLING
M

EDIA MANAGER

JOSEPH JOHNSON
ADVISIOR

CAROLINE CASTLE

CFO

BAEK SUNG HYUN
VR 3D MANAGER

PAUL MCKELLEN
CMO-SIR

WILLIAM LEE
BLOCKCHAIN DEV MANAGER

AHMED HASSAN ZEWAIT
ADVISIOR 2
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contact@mft.finance
https://t.me/mftgameofficial
https://t.me/mftgamechannel
https://twitter.com/MftFinance

https://mft.finance

https://www.reddit.com/r/mftgame

For investment and partnership opportunities

https://mft-finance.medium.com

